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 This paper analyzes composer Aaron Cassidy’s 2014-2016 ensemble work The wreck of 
former boundaries, focusing on Cassidy’s compositional approach to sonically simulating 
interactive modes and sonic ideals featured prominently in mid-20th century recordings of free 
jazz artists such as Albert Ayler (Bells [1965]) and John Coltrane (Ascension [1965]).  Because 
these musical conventions can be heard as socio-political simulacra in and of themselves, I argue 
that Wreck’s sonic simulations dissimulate the anti-hegemonic implications of the sound of free 
jazz, depicting spontaneous, hetero-original confrontations with socio-political constraint as 
symbolic and insubstantial.  In my conclusion I argue that while an apparitional circulation of 
free jazz simulacra seems to de-politicize free jazz musical conventions, Wreck can be 
understood more precisely as critically analyzing the history of revolution.  Heard through the 
interpretive lens of a broader history of hegemonic improvisations that absorb and displace open 
expressions of political defiance, Wreck appears to pessimistically reimagine free jazz as a novel 
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In a 2008 article, Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf embraces fellow composer Aaron Cassidy as 
an important member of the “second modernity” – a contemporary musical movement defined 
by a renewed concern for the autonomy and inner cohesion of musical material, as well as 
critical yet innovatively de-centered approaches to the work concept in relation to the outside 
world.   Cassidy’s own writings and lectures tend to focus on similarly inward-looking issues 
specific to his compositional process – namely the use of tablature notation that decouples 
physical gestures and embraces indeterminacy in the sounding results (Cassidy 2013). These 
concerns fit neatly within the historical trajectory sketched by Mahnkopf, which begins with the 
Second Viennese School, passes through the “irony” and “hedonism” of post-modernism, and 
ends triumphantly in a “second modernity,” which synthesizes the oppositional dialectic between 
modernist and post-modernist impulses in a defiantly “non-careerist,” poetic approach to music 
making (Mahnkopf 2008).     
Cassidy’s recent reflections on his more mature work have also focused on his 
relationship to what he calls the “non-geometrical” rhythms of free jazz – a historical movement 
and approach to experimental music-making notably missing from Mahnkopf’s anatomy of 
musical modernism (Cassidy 2015). Listening to the musical surface of recent pieces like The 
wreck of former boundaries (Cassidy 2014-2016) throws the historiographical issues surrounding 
Cassidy’s work into high relief, suggesting a network of connections to African and Afro-
American aesthetics that cannot be easily confined to similarity of rhythmic feel alone.  Wreck’s 
simultaneous layers of intensely colorful timbres, multiple contrasting metrical strata, and 
overtone-rich, angular complexes of percussive accents closely resemble what George E. Lewis, 
drawing on the work of Robert L. Douglas and Olly Wilson, has described as “the aesthetics of 
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multidominance” – a tendency toward articulations of multiple, intensely contrasting colors, 
textures, design patterns, or shapes, “found quite routinely in musical and visual works of Africa 
and its diaspora” (Lewis 2000, 34). Wreck’s concomitant tendency toward sustained, “jam 
packed,” “extremely rapid, many-noted intensity structures” (Lewis 2000, 36), resonates in 
particular with the long durations of high-density improvisation documented in mid-20th century 
recordings of free jazz artists such as Albert Ayler (Spirits [1964], Ghosts [1965], Spirits Rejoice 
[1965], Bells [1965], Love Cry [1968]), John Coltrane (the “late” period—Transition [1965], Sun 
Ship [1965], Meditations [1965], Ascension [1965], Live in Japan [1966], Live in Seattle [1965]), 
Ornette Coleman (particularly the Free Jazz double quartet recording [1960] ), or Archie Shepp 
(The Magic of Ju Ju [1967]).   
The sheer boundary-pushing high volumes of the climaxes at 4:52 and 30:16 of ELISION 
Ensemble’s live 2016 recording of Wreck harken back even further, to the birth of jazz in the late 
19th century, and the defiant, anti-hegemonic music of groups like Eugene Robinson’s band. 
Blasted from the balcony of a New Orleans dime museum in 1890, their music was depicted in 
newspapers as so loud, vibrant, and cacophonous that it frightened nearby domestic animals and 
white passers–by alike into feebly begging the band,  “For God’s sake stop!” (Panetta 2000). 
Re-casting Cassidy’s work as part of a more multidominant world history of experimental 
music allows us to move beyond discourses that focus on Cassidy’s approach to notating 
physical gestures as a technological innovation, toward uncharted engagements with how 
Cassidy’s music mediates and is mediated by the history of improvised music. Cassidy’s 2015 
remarks about his approach to the rhythms and melodies of free jazz are important clues to 
discerning how these mediations unfold within a performance of his work.1Along these lines, my 
                                                
1 For Cassidy’s comments on melody in particular and Wreck’s relationship to Ornette Coleman see the program 
note for Wreck, http://aaroncassidy.com/product/the-wreck-of-former-boundaries-ensemble/, accessed March 29, 
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analysis of The wreck of former boundaries highlights a context that includes free jazz’s sonic 
history, in terms of such defining musical and gestural characteristics as multidominant timbral 
and metric structures, individuated unisons, dense, high-energy “jam packed” textures, and 
highly pressurized and virtuosically mobile gestural curvatures. The use of these features as 
stylized musical conventions raises important questions about whether free jazz techniques for 
confronting extra-musical, hegemonic constraints are also being reproduced in a 21st century 
new-music context, or whether defiance and confrontation have been abstracted as symbolic 
values within a mimetic model of musical expression.   Is Wreck’s imitation and sonic 
idealization of free jazz imbricated within a political mimicry of defiance that intensifies and 
prolongs the anti-hegemonic, anti-racist confrontation inaugurated by the threatening gestures of 
groups like Robinson’s band?  Or does the coagulation of defiance into an ideal sonic/musical 
object ultimately divest it of its threatening anti-hegemonic qualities, disguising in the process a 
“safer” political agenda? 
To approach these questions, my interpretation of The wreck of former boundaries will 
proceed from the “ground up,” framing Cassidy’s approach to notating and organizing performer 
gestures as materials for an improvisation alongside free jazz historiography. I focus on two 
facets of Cassidy’s approach. First, I analyze how free jazz functions as a sonic ideal, guiding 
performer interaction with the graphical indeterminacies of Cassidy’s notation. Using Claudio 
Ciborra’s work on improvisation in corporate workplaces, alongside John Cage’s writing on 
indeterminacy, I listen to excerpts of ELISION ensemble’s recording of Wreck as a virtuosic 
display of ad-hoc problem-solving that mobilizes free jazz sonic interactive conventions to 
quickly process graphic ambiguity. In turn, I compare and contrast an excerpt of ELISION’s 
                                                                                                                                                       
2021. See also Cassidy’s comments on his relationship to John Coltrane and the jazz quartet idiom in the program 
note for his 2019 quartet Self Portrait, Three Times, Standing (15.3.1991–20.3.1991), 
http://aaroncassidy.com/product/self-portrait-three-times-standing/, accessed March 29, 2021.  
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performance with an excerpt from Albert Ayler’s 1965 recording Bells (Ayler 1965) in an 
attempt to further account for their undeniable sonic resemblance.       
The second section of the essay will focus on Cassidy’s approach to free jazz social 
aesthetics, specifically his use of high density, static, homogeneous modes of “sharing” and “not 
sharing” to simulate different free jazz structures of feeling, as well as relationships to agency 
and constraint. The frameworks for interactive analysis proposed by Edward Klorman (2016) 
and Michael Pelz-Sherman (1998), will be used extensively to closely analyze waves of imitation 
that ripple across the ensemble during important formal climaxes. Drawing on Jean Baudrillard’s 
Simulations (1983), Garry Hagberg’s (2006) account of jazz improvisation as a mimetic art form, 
and René Girard’s theory of triangular desire, I argue that by implicating the interactive 
conventions of free jazz records like John Coltrane’s Ascension (1965) in a web of sonic 
simulacra, Cassidy pessimistically portrays the revolutionary social aesthetics of free jazz as 
sonically coded objects of a triangulated desire.  
 While on its surface this approach may seem to emphasize Cassidy’s de-politicization of 
free jazz practices, I argue that Wreck can be understood more precisely as reflecting critically on 
the history of revolutionary politics. Paulo Virno, in his A Grammar of The Multitude (Virno 
2004), argues that the ideologies and lifestyles of the “failed-revolutions” of the 1960s and 1970s 
have been absorbed and displaced into novel systems for capitalist exploitation, producing newly 
entrenched attitudes towards daily life that range from hardened cynicism to nihilism and 
pessimism.  Along these lines, Cassidy’s reprocessing of free jazz social aesthetics and sonic 
conventions as mimetic ideals and symbolic constraints might be understood as musically 
depicting by now ubiquitous strategies for stealthily absorbing and displacing open expressions 
of defiance and confrontation into existing structures of power.  Heard through the historical lens 
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of Virno’s despairing outlook, Wreck’s climactic depictions of free jazz mimicry seem to waver 
between euphoria and horror, suspended between a musical idealization of revolution, and a 




















                                                
2 Prof. Cassidy graciously volunteered to read this essay, and did so with great care.  While he took issue with a 





Chapter 1: Sonic Ideals and Ad-Hoc Problem Solving 
      In essays, lectures, and interviews, Aaron Cassidy has argued that performer feedback is 
critical to the development of his notation system (Cassidy 2013, 2015; Landman 2017). While 
this discourse often idealizes an arduous pursuit of graphical clarity, it also highlights discoveries 
of unexpected “cool” sounds.  In an interview with saxophonist Geoffrey Landman, Cassidy 
describes how a more indeterminate approach to faithfully following prescriptions for physical 
movements is replaced by a more traditional sonic perfectionism. 
 
…for example watching the Jack Quartet rehearse the Second String 
Quartet and they start in that whole process where they were clearly 
following the instructions - following the tablature as this kind of 
mechanistic procedural prescriptive set of movements.  But if they did 
something that made a cool sound, they tried to replicate the cool 
sound.  And that’s no different than what you do in any repertoire, 
right?  There’s something that goes from ‘okay, I’m reading the 
score.  I’m doing what I’m supposed to do.  I’m playing all the right notes 
– the right places with the right dynamics.’  But that’s different than ‘I 
have this idea and I want to somehow embody this idea of what I think the 
perfect version of this phrase is.’ (Landman 2017, 46) 
 
 
How do performers of Cassidy’s work determine what sounds “cool” or “perfect”?  What criteria 
are used to make these judgments during a performance of a specific piece?  In his interview 
with Landman, Cassidy implies the extent to which performers might answer this question 
differently depending on what they discover during the process of a mechanical, task-oriented 
interpretation of the notation’s prescriptive directions. However, the limited performance history 
of Cassidy’s compositions attest to a much less indeterminate situation in reality, where intimate 
bonds between knowledge of what counts as “cool,” combined with the graphical appearance of 
the notation on the page itself, influence how the piece exists and proliferates within a broader 
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community of performers, audiences and supportive institutions.  Because at this writing JACK 
is the only ensemble who has performed the Second String Quartet, we are left to merely 
imagine alternate interpretations, or gesture towards their status as “possibilities.”  
Trumpeter Peter Evans’s recent reflections on his experience interpreting The wreck of 
former boundaries suggests that the improvisational know-how of specific performers pre-
determines what is actually possible on the ground during a performance of the work, exercising 
significant impact on the work’s broader relationship to a specific sonic ideal.3  In a personal 
correspondence, Evans noted that in the actual moment of interpretation, it was sometimes 
impossible to literally carry out the gestural tasks delineated by Cassidy’s prescriptive, de-
coupled notation. Evans vividly described how the complexity and ambiguity of the tablature 
resulted in highly charged situations where individual performers had to “just go,” making sure 
that they came back together at ensemble cues marked in the score.  This account differs 
markedly from Cassidy’s description of JACK rehearsals, suggesting that, at least in the context 
of The wreck of former boundaries, it wasn’t always possible to find unexpected “cool” sounds 
by going through the motions of the tablature; performers had to rely on prior knowledge of how 
to create certain sounds, to quickly and convincingly produce music that might be accepted as a 
“cool” interpretation of the piece.  
Regardless of whether or not a sonic ideal emerges from an attempt to carry out the 
gestural tasks implied by Cassidy’s tablature, the highly dense, often opaque nature of the 
graphical system itself attests to the necessity for performers to make important improvisations 
that dictate sonic and gestural characteristics of the piece.  If we look closely at a small excerpt 
of the opening bass solo in Wreck, we see how the performer is presented with clear 
                                                
3 Evans was a guest performer with ELISION Ensemble for the performance and recording of Wreck at the 2016 
Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. 
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indeterminacies in volume, timbre, pitch and exact rhythm.  While in theory these might be 
determined as emergent qualities of the prescribed actions, ambiguities and redundancies in the 
gestural prescriptions themselves imply that solutions need to be found elsewhere. 
Example 1.1a: Double bass notation in The wreck of former boundaries, system 2. 
 
Focusing simply on dynamics information, we see that it is distributed fuzzily across three layers 
of equally ambiguous graphical data concerning the gestures of the right hand bow:  
-”friction/resistance/viscosity/constraint” in red,  
-changes in bow direction/bow speeds marked in blue, and bow position, 
-“force/energy/pressure/velocity” and special techniques marked in green 
or light blue for col legno tratto bowing (Cassidy 2014-2016, vi-ix).  
 
Hence, dynamics information is nowhere to be found in any literal sense – it emerges 
instead from decisions made about how to interpret each corresponding layer of directions.  For 
red “resistance” information, the interpreter must first decide whether the shade and relative size 
of the red block implies “literal friction…resulting from the degree of resistance from the 
interaction between rosined bow and the indicated movement across the string,” or whether this 
counts as a “typical situation” where the “notion of friction/resistance is conceived more as a 





Example 1.1b: Double bass notation detail - “resistance.” 
 
 
In turn, decisions must be made as to whether differences in red opacity and differences 
in red-thickness (a) imply a redundancy in the graphical system, (b) refer to different aspects of 
resistance (choreographic changes versus transformations in bow friction?), or (c) reference 
some other unspecified aspect of “resistance” as a general gestural category.   
Green “energy” information, in turn, implies decisions between equally fuzzy categories 
of gestural information. Once again, the difference between thickness and opacity is unclear, 
indicating either the degree of “movement energy,” or bow pressure itself and hence a more 
direct relationship to dynamics and timbre. However, in both cases, these green-coded 
determinations must be cross-referenced with clarifying blue bow change information (shown 
directly above the thicker green lines using a thin blue line) which indicates how fast the bow 
moves from the frog to the tip of the bow (2014-2016, vii).  
 
Example 1.1c: Double bass notation detail - bow “movement energy.” 
 
 
The graphic representation of the entire double bass within such a small parametric space 
produces further uncertainties as to the exact location of the bow and the left hand finger. 
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Although a rough correspondence is possible within a smaller range of locations (i.e. clearly 
above or below the line of the double bass body, clearly above the bridge, etc.) exact 
determinations of location, and hence pitches and timbres, remain up to the performer themself.   
Cassidy’s new approach to rhythm presents perhaps the most radical graphic 
indeterminacy of all, presenting rhythms as the product of an interaction between resistance (red) 
and force (green) lines/gradients.  The imbrication of these layers within other layers of decision 
making (i.e. what opacity, and width each refer to), and the difficulty of pin-pointing 
relationships beyond clear contradictions (i.e. thick, heavy red interacting with thick bright 
green, or thin light red interacting with thin, light green), make it impossible to discern from the 
notation and performance instructions alone what specific actions (and hence what 
durations/rhythms) are actually being prescribed.  
Example 1.2: Double bass rhythms as an interaction between “movement energy” and 
“resistance,” system 2. 
 
While the performance notes further clarify that there is an important correspondence 
between the size of a movement and its duration (i.e. the more space a movement has to cover, 
the longer it should take), what constitutes the defining thresholds of large or small is not 
specified, implying yet another ambiguous interpretive zone falling somewhere in between the 
two extremes: in the very first gesture of Ex. 1.2 (up until the first pause marking), just how 
small or big is the initial sweep of the bow from the middle of the space between the top of the 
body and the end of the bridge?  How much slower must the left hand finger travel during the 
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initial corresponding downward motion away from the bow, as opposed to the upwards swinging 
motion that meets the bow before they fall together towards the nut? The conclusion that these 
determinations of resistance, force and size should take precedent over considerations about how 
much space they take up on the page is finally thrown into further uncertainty by a seemingly 
important, yet parenthetical note that each system is made to take up approximately 30 seconds 
(Cassidy 2014-2016, ix). 
John Cage notes in his writings on indeterminacy that when a score doesn’t specify how 
something is to be played, performers can rely on a theoretically vast number of different 
strategies to make the necessary determinations. The interpreter might decide how to proceed 
 
…arbitrarily, feeling his way, following the dictates of his ego; or more or 
less unknowingly, by going inwards with reference to the structure of his 
mind to a point in dreams, following as in automatic writing, the dictates 
of his subconscious mind; or to a point in the collective unconscious of 
Jungian psychoanalysis, following the inclinations of the species and 
doing something of more or less universal interest to human beings; or to 
the “deep sleep” of Indian mental practice--the Ground of Meister 




Considering that during an actual performance, Wreck’s notational indeterminacies have to be 
confronted on the fly, we might more generally point to the usefulness of ad-hoc approaches to 
problem solving in this context – not unlike the every-day improvisations we rely on in situations 
where pre-planned instructions are insufficient to determine how to accomplish a certain 
task.  As organizational theorist Claudio Ciborra argues in his analysis of improvisation in 
corporate workplaces, “Secretaries learning how to use a new copying machine do not follow 
written instructions, but as a group construct ad hoc ‘methods’ to overcome many situations the 
instructions fail to anticipate” (1999, 82). While using a copy machine and playing Aaron 
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Cassidy’s music might involve different skill sets, in both contexts, improvised problem-solving 
allows one to, as Peter Evans put it, “just go,” or in Ciborra’s formulation, make “quick and 
resolute choices” at the “appropriate” time (1999, 92). 
       If we cross-reference Ciborra’s description of improvised problem-solving with 
Cassidy’s observation that performers often attempt to reproduce “cool” sounds when 
interpreting his notation, a clearer picture of how these improvisational interpretations unfold in 
real time starts to emerge. Performers might rely on sonic ideals not only because they seem to 
embody a sense of perfection, or “coolness,” but also because they simultaneously offer ready-
made solutions to the notation that can be performed quickly and reliably.  Tellingly, this 
understanding of improvisation as centered around the imitation of sounds with predetermined 
characteristics is used by Cassidy in the performance notes of Wreck to describe how performers 
should approach passages where improvisation is explicitly called for: 
 
In general, the improvisational material should tend towards reasonably 
noisy, unstable, flickering, or highly gestural sound worlds and should, on 
the whole, avoid clearly pitched material that does not directly connect to 
or extend surrounding notated material.  Texturally the improvisatory 
passages might be either static/stable/looping or highly heterogeneous or 
developmental/linking, relating/responding to/interacting with the 
surrounding materials and textures, as appropriate (2014-2016, x)  
  
What knowledge enables performers to actually make “appropriate” determinations in the 
moment? The ambiguity of the indication “as appropriate” brings us full circle, pointing back to 
the mysterious sub-textual logic underpinning Cassidy’s observation that performers of his music 
often try to reproduce “cool” sounds.  In situations where improvisation is explicitly called for, 
and in those where it operates as an ad-hoc strategy for confronting graphical indeterminacy, 
what do the sonic ideals being imitated actually sound like in relation to other musical 
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styles?  How wide and inclusive or narrowly iconic is the range of sounds and gestures deemed 
appropriate or “cool”? While Cassidy’s list of improvisational adjectives provide clues, it is 
evident that performers would need to already possess considerable knowledge about how to 
produce a “noisy, unstable, flickering or highly gestural” sound on their instrument in order to 
successfully interpret these abstract metaphors in the moment of a performance.   
Better answers to these questions might be found in the sound of ELISION’s recording of 
Wreck itself: what similarities does their recording have to recordings of musical traditions that 
also value “noisy, unstable, flickering, or highly gestural sound worlds”? 
1.1 Comparative Analysis of Albert Ayler’s Bells and The wreck of former 
boundaries 
 
Startling sonic similarities between The wreck of former boundaries and free jazz 
recordings from the mid-1960s suggest that generalized melodic, rhythmic, timbral and 
embodied-gestural characteristics of this musical practice might serve as useful sonic ideals 
during ad-hoc imitative improvisations with Cassidy’s notation. The following analysis of how 
the notation produces approaches to ad-hoc imitative improvisations provides evidence for how 
this mimicry is actually enacted by performers: interpreters of Cassidy’s music must have 
considerable knowledge of free jazz, either as improvisers themselves or more generally as 
listeners and students of the recorded history, in order to successfully relate to it as an operative 
sonic ideal.  In fact, the undeniable similarities between ELISION’s recording of Wreck and free 
jazz recordings like Albert Ayler’s 1965 Bells casts considerable doubt as to whether an 
ensemble incapable of improvising or generally unaware of free jazz recorded history would be 
able to successfully interpret the piece. Wreck’s limited performance history underscores this 
intimacy between Wreck and ELISION: they are the only ensemble documented as performing 
or recording it. 
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      A comparison of minutes 2:36 – 3:36 of Albert Ayler’s 1965 recording Bells and systems 
13-14 of Wreck (roughly 4:52 - 5:52 on the ELISION recording) provides important 
circumstantial evidence of this imitative interpretive strategy at work.  The general surface 
resemblance of the two excerpts is undeniable, especially if each recording is played back to 
back in quick succession.  As in Bells, the volumes performed by ELISION are extremely loud, 
projecting timbrally distorted, highly saturated melodies that (for clarinet, saxophone, and 
trumpets especially) obscure traditional definitions of “the note” by emphasizing smooth, or 
extremely jagged, embouchure contours and fast fingering perturbations.  The similarity between 
Charles Tyler’s high register, continually re-iterating alto saxophone sighs (2:47 - 2:51), and the 
high register clarinet sighs in Wreck (4:52 - 5:05) are particularly noteworthy, as are the uncanny 
parallels between Albert Ayler’s irregularly iterating bursts of searingly loud tenor saxophone 
multiphonics (3:03 - 3:13), and the shifting durations of high volume, repeating alto saxophone 
multiphonics in Wreck (5:03 - 5:15).  Trumpeter Donald Ayler’s outbursts of jaggedly falling 
melodic contours, interpolated by virtuosic flittering valve movements, closely resemble the 
melodic gestures in both trumpet parts in Wreck, although these latter parts are repeated and re-
processed at an even faster rate.  Sonny Murray’s viscous wall of cymbal crashes and rolling 
snare interruptions are in turn mirrored by Cassidy’s electronics, which similarly provide a thick, 
highly saturated backdrop to the instrumental texture – threatening to overtake it, but never 
completely puncturing the threshold between foreground and background. 
The starkness of these resemblances alone is difficult to explain away as a mere 
coincidence, and the very generality of the sonic relations gives further credence to the argument 
that they could be produced in part via imitations of a sonic ideal.  An imitative strategy would 
necessarily center around mimicry of a set of generalizable characteristics – not exact repetitions 
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of specific recordings.   That being said, it is clear that the sound of this excerpt of Wreck 
emerges from a combination of determinations made by the graphics of the score and 
improvisations of the interpreters; neither independently provides sufficient evidence for how a 
family of free jazz resemblances emerges.   
On the one hand, Cassidy’s notation clearly determines the dense and continuous nature 
of the playing and also perhaps certain general characteristics of gestural models that can be 
quickly ascertained visually--for example, the sighing motion of the clarinet re-iterated via 
shifting durations, or the explosive bell curve dynamics used for alto saxophone multiphonics 
which repeatedly burst into shorter staccato punctuations.  However, just as in the double bass 
excerpt shown in Ex.1.2, graphic indeterminacies surrounding key parameters proliferate.  These 
include tempo and duration (the representation of a huge swath of tempos from 30 bpm to 100 
bpm using a few inches of undifferentiated parametric space), and volume and pitch (eight 
differentiations between triple forte and triple piano shown within an even smaller set of line 
thicknesses).  While general trajectories within these parameter spaces are visible, the exact 

























A closer analysis of the connection between ELISION’s decision-making in the 
realization of indeterminacies in pitch, duration and volume, and the interactive texture of Bells, 
allows us to expand the import of the general sonic resemblances roughly sketched above.  Both 
excerpts are marked by an exceptionally high density of what theorist Michael Pelz-Sherman, in 
his framework for analyzing performer interactions in Western Improvised Contemporary Art 
Music (WICAM), defines as “interaction-events” – successful transmissions of musical 
information between performers (Pelz-Sherman 1998, 137).4 In both cases, imitative 
“tracking/shadowing” behaviors proliferate, although in Wreck the indeterminacies in duration 
and volume, as well as the rhythmic de-coupling of individual instruments or instrument subsets 
(alto saxophone and trombone, and clarinet and electric lap steel guitar) suggest that the score 
has not determined this behavior – the performers themselves have interpreted durations and 
volumes in ways that allow a clear sense of imitative interactivity to emerge.   
Between 2:36 and 2:57 of Ayler’s Bells, the transmissions of musical material emerge in 
three quick successions of imitative activity. Between ca. 2:36 and 2:43 the fast succession of 
downward looping scalar runs played by Albert Ayler, Donald Ayler, and Charles Tyler result in 
a virtuosic example of “tracking/shadowing” imitation – each imbricated interjection preserves 
the overall pitch contour of the gesture, roughly re-processing exact pitch class and rhythmic 
information (Pelz-Sherman 1998, 142).  Donald Ayler’s arrival at a high Ab5 at 2:43 marks the 
unexpected emergence of a new gestural motive – a more stable tremolo perturbation of a dotted 
trill-like alteration.  At first it seems this could be a textural anomaly, or disruption, but after a 
momentary lag where the tracking/shadowing of the first motive continues, Charles Tyler 
unexpectedly extends the motive, imitating a similar gestural contour a major third higher on 
                                                
4 For a video example of Pelz-Sherman’s analytic method, see “Home Coming Analysis,” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjUezEW3drA, uploaded December 21, 2006, accessed May 14, 2020. 
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C6.  In turn, Albert Ayler re-imagines the motive in a lower register, using a harshly distorting 
multiphonic that shadows Tyler’s upper register iterations, as Donald Ayler recedes into the 
background, re-casting the initial motive using a more stable pitch contour.  Finally, between 
2:52 and 2:57 Donald Ayler’s re-imagining of the initial motive is taken up by Albert Ayler and 
Charles Tyler, resulting in a new, melodically re-processed wave of tracking/shadowing 
behavior. 
ELISION’s performance of Wreck during system 13 produces similarly convincing i-
events centered around imitative exchange.  As occurs throughout Wreck, Cassidy has notated 
this section using different layers of independent tempo information that correspond to different 
instrument combinations and soloists (see example 1.3a - clarinet and electric lap steel guitar, 
trumpet 1, trumpet 2, and alto saxophone and trombone), implying, according to the performance 
notes, four “independent strata with their own internal logics and rhythmic organization” 
(Cassidy 2014-2016, viii). However, from the very onset of cue 2.1, ELISION’s interpretation of 
Cassidy’s indeterminate tempo, volume and pitch markings produces convincing exchanges of 
musical signals across the dense, independently notated strata.  Between 4:53 and 5:00, an 
irregularly re-iterating sighing motive, initially most prominently articulated by the clarinet (Carl 
Rosman), is exchanged between trombone, alto saxophone and trumpet 2 to produce both 
tracking/shadowing behavior and what Pelz-Sherman (1998, 141-142) has identified as 
“dynamic/articulation” imitation, where the articulation and dynamics of a musical signal are 
imitated, but differences in interval construction, exact pitch and register remain.   
Dynamic/articulation imitation emerges first via Joshua Hyde’s interpretation of the alto 
saxophone notation between 4:53 and 4:56.  Although the embouchure graphic indicates a clear 
bell-like exponential increase in dynamics in the beginning of measure 1, this curvature has been 
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flattened for the first two multiphonic bursts of measure 1, imitating the clarinet’s louder, linear 
dynamics, and its less prominent ending accent.   
 
Example 1.3b: The wreck of former boundaries, system 13 detail - trumpet 2 (mm. 1-4) alto 





This flattened interpretation of the articulation briefly highlights the connection across these two 
independent strata, setting the stage for a wave of tracking/shadowing imitation that emerges 
next via the interpretative improvisations of trumpet 2, Tristram Williams.  
The third alto saxophone multiphonic in measure 1 is indicated at the same starting 
dynamic as the first two multiphonics of the measure. However, Hyde begins more quietly, 
allowing trumpet 2’s third jagged falling gesture of the first measure to peek through the 
texture.  In a crystal-clear instance of interactive activity emerging as a response to graphical 
indeterminacy, Williams begins this gesture on ca. E4, clearly shadowing the clarinet sighs two 
octaves below.  Although this gesture is indicated without a clear re-articulation of the 
embouchure in the score, and with wild shifts in lip pressure, Williams’s interpretation focuses 
on the imitation of the sighing motive itself, splitting what appears on the page as a single 
gesture into two distinct sighs that fall from the same pitch.   Hyde then speeds up his third 
multiphonic, arriving at the low Eb staccato interjection before Williams second fall from ca. E4. 
 This reading of the tempo/duration notation produces a brief “question/answer” i-event 
which as Pelz-Sherman notes (1998, 143-144), is marked by a loud triggering impulse that 
results in a tapered response – in this case, Williams’s second sigh, which once again shadows 
the clarinet by falling from E4.  Finally, the tracking/shadowing imitation linking clarinet and 
trumpet 2 is taken up by the trombone, at the beginning of measure two.  Even though the 
trombone score indications for measure one and two show two gestures beginning from roughly 
the same slide position and embouchure pressure (i.e. volume), Benjamin Marks significantly 
obscures his entrance in measure 1, allowing his sigh in measure 2 to emerge more forcefully as 
a shadowing imitation of the clarinet and alto saxophone exchanges noted earlier.  Marks’ 
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interpretation closely mimics Williams’ imitation of the clarinet sigh two octaves below, clearly 
























Chapter 2: Free Jazz Simulacra 
      Although these micro-analyses of i-events in Bells and Wreck reveal differences in the 
specific types of imitation that are used and the exact musical materials being exchanged, both 
excerpts are marked more generally by a remarkable speed and density of imitative exchange, 
proliferating across a dense, defiantly high-volume musical texture.   This combination of 
interactive behaviors and musical materials can be found in a wide range of free jazz recordings, 
and in Wreck, these might more generally be understood as simulating elementary musical 
conventions found in most improvised, hetero-original musics.  As simulations, they would have 
a genetic and operational relationship to their corresponding improvised, hetero-original ideal – 
they tend to obscure rather than clarify the boundary between Wreck’s performed reality and the 
originality of what is being idealized (Baudrillard 1983).  This aligns with the proceeding 
analysis of ad-hoc problem solving, which emphasized how a free jazz sonic ideal would have to 
be operational in the moment of interpretation, providing generative improvisational constraints 
that allow performers to make split-second decisions.   
At the same time, however, Cassidy often emphasizes the boundary between ideal and 
real, transfiguring free jazz conventions as absences, somehow beyond the reach of his notation.  
Rather than posit a specific artist’s sound, or a given theoretical category, as an overarching 
sonic simulacra that emerges from interactions between performers and notational 
indeterminacies, I will suggest a number of different possible ways to listen for free jazz as a 
simulated ideal in specific sections of Wreck, noting along the way salient symbolic, historical 





2.1 Sharing, not-sharing and the simulation of interactive dissonance 
Pelz-Sherman’s framework for interpreting improvisational interaction posits i-events as 
the building blocks for larger “modes” of interaction.  As noted earlier, i-events are successful 
transmissions of musical information from one performer to another; they might involve 
different types of imitation, question and answer behavior (triggering impulses with tapered 
responses), punctuations (sonic cues with a strong pull towards predictable destination points), or 
interruptions (sustained, non-directional musical ideas that signal the need for a cutoff sound-
gesture into a new musical idea) (Pelz-Sherman 1998, 137-145).  
 
Example 2.1: Interaction event example from Pelz-Sherman’s framework for the analysis of 
performer interactions (1998, 140). 
 
 
Pelz-Sherman describes the “sharing” mode as usually tending towards very high i-event 
densities, and “the extremes of the energy spectrum”; similarities between musical materials and 
phrase structures abound, producing a sense of balance across major musical parameters like 
note density, volume, and rhythmic and harmonic language (Pelz-Sherman 1998, 152-
153).   This combination of i-event density and sonic density holds true in Wreck.  ELISION’s 
propensity to improvise interpretive decisions that produce high densities of imitation i-events 
comes to the fore during sections marked by long continuities of densely notated material 
streamed simultaneously by three or more players.   
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Along these lines, the free jazz convention operative at cue 2.1 (see Ex. 1.3a) might be 
understood as modal “sharing.” “Climactic” frenzies of interpretive and sonic energy occur 
between 4:52 and 6:21 (p.6, Cue 2.1 through p. 10, system 18), and 12:38 and 30:16 to the end 
(p.31, system 64), suggesting in each case not the reproduction of a loosely defined, abstract 
category of “cool sounds,” but the simulation of the sound of “sharing” itself.  
 Pelz-Sherman expands his classification system of interactive modes, framing them as 
“syntagmatic units of musical signification, which function within a paradigmatic sign 
system.”  In other words, an instance of musical sharing might serve as a smaller building block 
upon which larger symbolic meanings are constructed. He argues that the process by which these 
meanings emerge is always framed by the cultural beliefs or lenses that the listener brings to 
bear.  Sharing may therefore be understood as implying “a high level of affinity, intimacy and 
bonding associated with love or strong affection.”  Depending on one’s cultural frame, and the 
relation of the interaction to the music that precedes it, this affinity might take on any number of 
overtones – seductive, platonic, playful, or even competitive and duel-like (Pelz-Sherman 1998, 
159-160).    
While it is possible to hear these sections of Wreck as defined by a clear sense of affinity 
and affection between the members of ELISION, it is also evident that they teeter on the edge of 
a sense of wild, unbridled individuality and visceral, multi-agential independence.  At the scale 
of the local gestures of individual performers, Cassidy’s notation privileges the production of 
virtuosic soloistic individuality. This is especially evident in the intermediary solos, in the 
smaller chamber groupings featured before and between the three climaxes noted above, and 
within the climaxes themselves, where the organization of the ensemble into independently 
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coordinated strata constrain ELISION’s audible improvisational search for a sharing ideal, 
producing therein its very conditions of possibility.   
Subsequently, we might hear the sonically simulated ideal as a dissonant tension between 
sharing and “not-sharing.”  For Pelz-Sherman, not-sharing is characterized by a marked 
independence of musical materials, independent phrase structure, and i-event density, noting that 
this mode is often used with great effect to symbolize a “feeling of chaos, disharmony, or 
disintegration” (1998, 153-154).  The tension between these two poles of social interplay and 
symbolic meaning is in fact at the heart of this larger interpretive framework.  Pelz-Sherman 
argues that precarious negotiations of the palpably thin boundary between sharing and not-
sharing are what imbue hetero-original music with a sense of drama and excitement; he likens 
the two modes to tonic and dominant tonal areas in functional harmonic theory (1998, 155). 
In this sense, Wreck appears to simulate a fundamental tension at the heart of the sonic 
and social structures of improvised music, which might be broadly defined as a hetero-original 
pursuit of symbolic meaning-making.  Although Wreck is currently not explicitly framed or 
received publicly as “hetero-original,” our reading of sharing/not sharing dissonance as a 
graphically mediated simulacrum would allow us to re-imagine the work as a whole, in the 
moment of listening and interpretation, as a multi-agential interaction between Cassidy, his 
notation, the members of ELISION, and the cultural frames of audiences. Tension between not-
sharing and sharing becomes audible via this framework as an emergent property of the 
interaction between notation and ensemble, where not-sharing functions as a graphic constraint 
that the ensemble must re-process and resist in order to re-posit audible moments of sharing and 
group affinity.  The agency of individual performers could then be heard metaphorically as a 
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virtuosic pursuit of collectivity in the face of seemingly insurmountable difference, producing in 
the process a symbolic wavering between chaotic opposition and displays of affection. 
2.2 Anathematic and dissimulated passions 
Guerino Mazzola’s multi-disciplinary approach to analyzing gestures and hypergestures 
in free jazz privileges the importance of what he calls “passion” – a climax of collective artistic 
activity marked by the same sense of intense group affinity theorized by Pelz-Sherman as 
sharing.  For Mazzola, however, “passion” functions more explicitly as an ideal state that free 
jazz musicians attempt to embody through their gestural exchanges.  The symbolic tensions 
between bonding/disharmony and affinity/chaos that emerge via the thin boundary between 
sharing and not-sharing in Pelz-Sherman’s theory become subsumed within a dialectical 
synthesis where, paradoxically, intense action is transformed into passivity – “subjected to the 
external force of a distributed identity,” as Mazzola puts it.  
  
One could suspect that this is a paralyzing effect, but all free jazz 
musicians who know about that effect agree that this dialectic is the most 
securing effect to demonstrate that both collective ideation and the product 
of flow have now been achieved.  There is a word for such a moment, and 
the word is passion.  Passion is an extremely active attitude, but also one 
that lets you rotate under the dominance of an external force, around a 
higher axis and lets you feel strong in this synthesis of the wild making 
and the rotational stability of the gyroscope (Mazzola 2009, 118). 
  
 
Whereas a dissonant free jazz ideal marked by inner tensions and ambiguities between 
sharing and not-sharing is audible as an emergent property of the interaction between Wreck’s 
notation and the interpretive agency of ELISION, “passion” might be intuited as an attractor 
state that is never fully inhabited, pulling the ensemble towards an ideal mode of hetero-original 
meaning making that tragically never materializes. Cassidy’s formal positioning of energetic 
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climaxes underscores a sense of teleological pull towards a goal outside the inhabited duration of 
Wreck’s performance.   
 
 
Figure 1: Force trajectories in The wreck of former boundaries. 
The sudden arrival at a unison entrance into an initial “peak” of activity at 4:52 (p.6, Cue 
2.1) punctures the preceding solo and duo interactive materials with its unexpected synchronicity 
and force.  This intensely energetic and dissonant “sharing/not sharing” state dissipates via a 
diverse and vibrant weaving of different soloists and smaller chamber groupings, subsequently 
re-emerging via a more gradual layering of high density soloistic activity that accumulates in a 
final “climax” from 30:16 to the end (p.31, system 64).   
The difference between the “peak” and “climax” is heard primarily as a function of 
intensifications in sonic force and an elongation of sectional duration: there is never a 
fundamental break with the homogeneous sonic characteristics (high densities, high volumes, 
high energies, etc.) tied to the production of a symbolic dissonance of sharing/not sharing. This 
final intensification produces an interesting disconnect between force and effect, similar to 
watching water before it starts to boil: as heat continues to increase linearly, state changes 
emerge non-linearly, resulting in an ambiguous threshold where continuous increases in heat 
produce only small accumulations of bubbles. At this juncture, the boiling point seems imminent, 
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functioning invisibly as an attractor state that can be intuited from the vantage point of the 
threshold only via the force it exerts.                  
Along the lines of this metaphor, “boiling” might be understood as “passion”; tragedy is 
conveyed by Cassidy’s decision to turn off the heat before a truly passionate state can overtake 
the performers.  Hence, we hear passion as both a formal, teleological force and a sonic and 
symbolic absence – a state of being that silently pulls the music towards a synthesis of the 
tensions and oppositions produced by ELISION’s interpretive improvisations with graphical 
indeterminacy.  How, then, can we hear or symbolically locate the forceful “distributed identity” 
at the heart of Mazzola’s passion?    
If we read the ad-hoc performer/interpreter simulations of sharing as producing a local 
distribution of identity and individual forcefulness, a refined network of conceptual interplays 
between local and existential passions emerges, effectively replacing a single sonic 
simulacrum.  In moments of interpretive improvisation, we hear ELISION rotate under the 
dominance of their own simulation of  “sharing,” searching between the graphics of the score 
and the sounds of fellow interpreters for an impassioned group affinity.  However, Cassidy’s 
organization of Wreck’s continuity and formal unfolding dissimulates these local simulated 
affinities, obscuring their force in the gravitational pull of the attractor state; in their final 
rendering during the concluding minutes of a performance, they can only gesture towards the 
absent ideal force of a passion unmediated by the score itself.   
In this reading of the free jazz simulacrum, Wreck appears to inscribe a hierarchy 
between two differently distributed identities: 1) an imagined community of 
performer/interpreters whose pursuit of affection and affinity must negotiate the ongoing 
mediations of Cassidy’s notation, and hence the exigencies of determining graphic 
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indeterminacies, and 2) an ideal community of co-creators whose forcefulness proliferates within 
spontaneous exchanges of autonomously generated gestures and sounds, unmediated by any 
layer of graphical or musical/symbolic constraint.  Wreck, in its final throes, simulates through 
this immanent hierarchy a sense of yearning – a formalized reaching towards a gestural passion 
deemed anathema to its own notated conditions. 
2.3 Ascension  
Rather than listen for immanent sonic ideals bound to a passionate future beyond the 
boundary of the composition itself, we might listen for ideals operating in real-time as simulated 
conventions that mediate the meaning and relative forcefulness of individual performer agencies. 
If we take a step back and reconsider the improvisational, ad-hoc dynamics involved in 
ELISION’s confrontation with graphical indeterminacy, it is evident that Cassidy’s notation 
playfully re-imagines more traditional understandings of notated relationships between agency 
and conventionalized constraint that emerged as early as the 18th century.  Whereas in Wreck the 
score’s retreat from certain key areas of sonic determination produces a situation where 
performer agency is expressed – or literally enacted – through simulations of free jazz 
conventions like “sharing,” 18th-century social aesthetics, not unlike like those found in freely 
improvised music, privilege unexpected, unruly expressions of agency via negotiations and 
confrontations with musical or extra-musical conventions that metaphorically (or literally) alter 
the formal unfolding of a performance (Klorman 2016, 214-220; Pelz-Sherman 1998, 175-176)    
It might be argued that the performative mise en scène produced by Wreck’s 
indeterminacies encourages any number of subtle enactments of agency via simulated 
conventions that are intimately tied to the authenticity and personality of individual 
performers.  However, Cassidy’s use of free jazz conventions as compositional tools in the 
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formal organization of the piece often seems to overdetermine how agency can be expressed, 
confining it to the imitative or oppositional networks of homogeneous interactive modes like 
sharing and not-sharing.   
This is most evident in the build to the final climax beginning at 28:04 where Cassidy’s 
determined staggering of individual entrances seems to re-situate the entire formal unfolding of 
the piece as a two-phase linear interactive mode that in Pelz-Sherman’s formulation is conceived 
as “merging/accepting” (see Appendix A, Ex. 2.2).  Marked by a movement from not-sharing to 
sharing, merging/accepting can symbolize “reunion, ‘consummation of love’ or ‘reaching an 
accord’”; this interaction mode is especially effective in this particular example, if combined 
with a general increase in sonic density and volume.   Pelz-Sherman’s brief analysis of John 
Coltrane’s Ascension recording centers on the symbolic significance of merging behaviors, 
noting that the sheer continuous density of the performer’s playing on the recording, and their 
seeming disregard for how and when they enter and exit the dense, ecstatic musical texture, can 
be interpreted as a palpable disregard for a listening framework that deals with the individual as a 
definite entity separate from the larger collective ensemble.  He concludes that “the overall 
symbolic gesture or metaphor of this music thus becomes a collective cry for freedom, an 
expression of spiritual ecstasy” (1998, 159-160). 
Is Ascension’s cry the sonic ideal Wreck reaches for? As noted earlier, the ambiguity 
between sharing and not-sharing becomes baked into the interpretive simulations of performers 
at a more local level, making it hard to discern whether Cassidy’s staggering of individual 
entrances produces a merging movement from soloistic activity and “not sharing” towards 
sharing, or whether we should understand this section as a static reproduction of not-sharing that 
simply builds in sonic intensity.  A third interpretation might read the staggered entrances of the 
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climax as formally significant in light of the sudden simultaneity that initiates activity during the 
peak.  This formal unfolding could be interpreted in turn as a much larger 
“emerging/withdrawing” movement: the peak – marked by the unexpected sense of togetherness 
and “sharing” inaugurated by Cassidy’s orchestrated simultaneity at cue 2.1 – is de-constructed 
over the course of the piece, ultimately leading to a climactic, final disintegration into “not-
sharing” in the final climax.   
Because the sonic energy and density of both peak and climax so closely resemble each 
other, the difference in entrance behaviors takes on a special significance, framing the climax as 
a poignant absence of determined synchronicity.  This absence is metaphorical, but it can be 
experienced viscerally by shifting our awareness to the obscured entrances of trumpet 2, trumpet 
1, clarinet, trombone and alto saxophone between 28:04 and 30:16, each caught behind the 
intense activity of the electric lap steel guitar and electronics (see Appendix A, Ex. 2.2).  The 
sudden emergence of quasi-unison pitched material in trumpet 1, trumpet 2 and guitar at ca. 
30:16 briefly introduces the possibility of a more complete, tutti synchronicity, but is quickly 
overwhelmed by a final climactic wave of tutti high-density, high-volume imitation.  Pointing 
backwards in memory of the inaugural synchronicity of cue 2.1, the opacity of the entrances and 
the subsequent wave-like persistence of the gestural frenzy deconstructs and subsumes the 
formal and symbolic entrails of this inaugural climactic rupture, transforming them into a 
metaphorical bandwagon that must pick up steam as each player climbs aboard. 
In this moment, the virtuosic ad-hoc free jazz simulations of individual agents, that had 
once highlighted each performer’s interpretive control in the face of graphical indeterminacy, 
lose their resistive quality.  A symbolic pursuit of affinity and affection is cynically crippled by 
the imitative operation of the score’s determination of entrance behaviors, laying bare the 
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collective cry for freedom as an idealized object of simulated desire. The seemingly defiant, 
confrontational use of loud volumes and continuously dense and homogeneous textures points 
along these lines towards the more sinister sonically mediated violence at the heart of Wreck’s 
depiction of imitation: each entrance reminds us of each agent’s inability to have their own 
desire – to resist the bandwagon and walk into the unpredictable flux of a reality beyond the 
operations of purely sonic idealizations and non-substantial musical simulacra (for a 
philosophical account of the laconic, anti-discursive “weightlessness” of simulated realities see 
Baudrillard 1983).  As listeners, we are left pointing in “iconoclastic” indignation at the 
blasphemy of an implicit sonic substitution: each performer’s entrance appears to replace 
Coltrane’s simulation of desire for real freedom with a graphically mediated simulation of the 
desire for the sound of Ascension itself.  Or, in Garry Hagberg’s formulation, Wreck’s climactic 
simulations of “internal mimesis” (2006, 483)   – its various simulated representations of 
Ascension’s sonic surface – fall short of depicting jazz improvisation’s deepest mimetic ideal: 
the representation of freedom as a musical pursuit of individual originality. 
René Girard’s description of triangular desire, and the violence inherent in hearing (or 
experiencing) desire as a lack or absence, eerily resonates with the sonic and symbolic 
atmosphere of this final climax:  “It is a process that feeds in on itself, that is continuously 
aggravating and simplifying itself.  Every time the disciple believes he has found being in front 
of him, he seeks to attain it by desiring what the other points out to him; and every time he meets 
with the violence of the opposing desire” (Gans and Merrill 2017, 9) 
2.4 Triangulated Confrontation  
The above interpretation of musical desire concerns itself with the significance of 
Wreck’s musical simulation of Ascension’s simulation of freedom – as if Cassidy’s composition 
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simulates safely metaphorical mimetic triangles between sonic materials that disappear after 
ELISION comes to its final resting place at the end of the piece.   But what if the object of desire 
is not merely a sound exchanged between performers, but a stance towards the world - an 
expressive, symbolic attitude? 
There is something undeniably “defiant” or “confrontational” about Wreck’s musical 
surface.  Its loudness, the continuity of its densities, the virtuosity of its gestures, the seeming 
incommensurability of its cacophonous, multidominant strata, all might be interpreted as a 
demand to be heard – a refusal to back down.  While there are important lulls throughout the 
piece, this confrontational refusal seems palpable during solos, chamber groupings and tutti 
groupings alike.  We hear it in the endlessly re-processed, explosive displays of speed, and the 
iterating bell-curve hairpin articulations of the opening solo double bass gestures from 0:00 to 
2:19.  As breath-like pauses punctuate the forcefulness of the embodied gestures themselves, 
space and silence merely allow them to explode into the surround more forcefully.   
 
Example 2.3: Excerpt of the opening double bass solo in The wreck of former boundaries, ca. 0:00 – 
0:19 in ELISION Ensemble’s recording. 
  
 
We hear a similar confrontational forcefulness during the lulls too.   Punctuated by 
explosive outbursts, these low volumes and low densities of gestural activity often imply a 
weaker, oppositional resistance to a more elemental confrontational momentum that can only be 
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momentarily subdued.  The momentary energetic decay from 7:55 to 8:45 (see Appendix B, Ex. 
2.4) vividly illustrates these structures of feeling. The withdrawal of the clarinet into plaintive, 
sinuous glissandi is continually interrupted by staccato outbursts from the alto saxophone, 
suggesting a momentary hypergestural opposition between the two strata - an energetic 
incommensurability.  The unexpected movement towards relative silence allows these energetic 
structures to reconcile themselves in a breath-like pause, but the immediate re-introduction of 
staccato outbursts by trumpet 2 at 8:41 (cue 2.4) allows the momentum of a deeper 
confrontational attitude to re-surface, re-inscribing the lull as merely futile resistance, absorbing 
its unexpected quality as a necessary, momentary contrast.     
As noted in the analysis of Wreck’s mediation of free jazz passion, the peak and climax 
of the form merely intensify basic sonic characteristics, rather than overtaking them, or 
exploding beyond them.  Along these lines we might hear both sections of climactic activity as 
exemplary expressions of the piece’s confrontational attitude, highlighting, through a 
multiplication of forces, fundamental expressive qualities we find throughout the piece at any 
number of local and mid-range scales of instrumental grouping.  Read accordingly as a sustained 
expression of confrontation, a much larger mimetic triangle emerges, linking free jazz sonic 
conventions, performances of Wreck, and expressions of “confrontation.” Rescued from a safely 
musical procession of nested free jazz simulacra, Wreck can now be heard as a real (i.e. non-
simulated) instantiation of “internal mimesis” – an imitation of confrontation (Hagberg 2006, 
484).      
While it might be tempting to dismiss Wreck in turn as not passing Hagberg’s jazz-
mimesis litmus test, this triangular musico-semiotic structure points to a deeper, more politically 
charged significance: Wreck appears to produce a historiographical re-imagining of free jazz as 
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the sound of confrontation, rather than an ongoing musically mediated confrontation with 
political and cultural constraints. 
 
Figure 2: Triangulated Confrontation 
Conclusion 
As Nina Sun Eidsheim notes in her book Sensing Sound, listening to “sounds” often 
means transforming the “thick,” multi-agential, vibratory exchanges involved in a musical 
performance into a series of discreet objects that can be categorized and judged according to 
predetermined value systems (Eidsheim 2015, 1-2).   Because free jazz artists have historically 
viewed creating music spontaneously from within the ruins of symbolic, musical constraints as a 
defining technique for confronting more meaningful social and political constraints (Borgo 2002, 
165-166), the tradition can also be approached as producing a critical stance towards “sound” 
itself (at least as Eidsheim defines it), as well as mimetic understandings of musical gesture. In 
this formulation of the tradition, hetero-original musical vibrations emerge from a spontaneous, 
collective confrontation with the non-symbolic/non-musical constraints of the “thick event,” not 
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from a triangulated expression of desire where music that has already been deemed 
“confrontational” is re-produced in hopes of repeating a similar effect. 
 
Figure 3: Musical vibration as an emergent property of spontaneous confrontations with social and 
political constraints.  
 
On the one hand it might be tempting to claim that Wreck de-politicizes the revolutionary 
political conventions central to free jazz practices by relating to the free jazz tradition as a 
sonically simulated ideal or musical convention.   Read as a historiographical improvisation 
centered around the question of free jazz’s ontological status (practice, or sound?), Wreck would 
provide a stark contrast with the work of contemporary theorists like Yves Citton who 
historically situate the improvisational techniques of free jazz as multi-disciplinary weapons of 
political insurgency and revolution (Citton 2014, 160).   
While an ethnographic analysis of Cassidy, ELISION and the various audiences and 
institutions that support them would be needed to fully investigate the piece’s broader 
relationship to a contemporary political and cultural context, the web of historical mediations 
proposed throughout this paper suggest that Wreck at the very least depicts interactive scenarios 
where performers can be heard listening to free jazz as an ideal music with certain sonic, 
gestural, and interactive characteristics.  Whether it is ad-hoc simulations of free jazz “sharing,” 
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the re-positioning of “passion” as an ideal, unattainable attractor state, or the re-imagining of 
confrontation as the object of a triangular desire, the confrontational, anti-hegemonic practices of 
free jazz are transformed, in an ironic analytic twist, into new constraints, absorbed by the 
unfolding music as idealized musical structures and simulated conventions. 
Another, perhaps more fruitful approach to understanding Wreck’s political significance 
is to situate its re-imagining of free jazz as a graphically mediated musical convention, operating 
in turn within a broader, more pessimistic reading of 20th century revolutionary politics and 
improvisation.   Whereas Citton argues that improvisation has become a powerful insurgent 
weapon of “marginalized political actors” (Citton 2014, 167), researchers from a wide range of 
disciplines have also focused on how improvisation has been used by governments and 
corporations as a devastating technique for absorbing and controlling activity at the margins of 
society (Daftary 2018; Ekman 2013; Greenblatt 1980; Todorov 1984).  Paulo Virno goes so far 
as to suggest that insurgent forms of resistance and revolution developed in the 1960’s and 70’s 
have themselves begun to serve as the framework for novel forms of government invisibility and 
exploitation.  As he writes, 
  
During the 1960’s and 1970’s I believe that the Western world 
experienced a defeated revolution--the first revolution aimed not against 
poverty and backwardness, but against the means of capitalist production 
against the Ford assembly line and wage labor.  Post-Fordism, the hybrid 
forms of life characteristic of the contemporary multitude is the answer to 
this defeated revolution.  Dismissing both Keynesianism and socialist 
work ethic, post-Fordist capitalism puts forth in its own way typical 
demands of communism: abolition of work, dissolution of the State etc. 
Post Fordism is the communism of capital (Virno 2004, 111). 
 
  
Heard as a musical reflection on Virno’s dystopian history of failed revolutions, Wreck 
produces its own decidedly “post-revolutionary” political attitudes and structures of feeling.  In 
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the final climax, the euphoria and spiritual ecstasy of Coltrane’s collective cry for freedom 
trembles along a knife’s-edge of a cynical disbelief, daring us to despairingly dismiss the 
efficacy of open political confrontation.  What emerges is a musically posed question perhaps as 
dissonant and pointed as the movements between sharing and not sharing that Pelz-Sherman 
locates at the center of hetero-original music making:  how should we relate to each other if 
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Example 2.2: The wreck of former boundaries, pp. 28-31 - p. 28.  
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Example 2.4 continued - p.11.  
 
